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tHE KEYBOARD SUitES
OF JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
the suite developed over a period of years in several European
countries.

At first suites were simply collections of songs performed

together.

the form gradually stabill zed to contain the specific dances

now included, although the order of the dances varied.

the dance forms

used came from such countries as England, France, Germany, Italy and
Spain.

Composers in France and Italy had written suites before Bach did,

but he perfected the form.

In all, Bach wrote thirteen suites for the

harpsichord: six French Suites, six English Suites, six Partitas, and
the Overture in the French Manner.
the suite is a musical form composed of several dance-like movements
which are related by key.

There are four standard movements in Bach's

suites& the Allemande, Courante or Corrente, Sarabande, and Glgue.
Optional dances are generally included between the Sarabande and Gigue.
In this form the movements are all in the same key with only a few exceptions.
The form of the four standard movements is binary.
sections in each dance, each of which is repeated.

there are two

In the first section

there is a modulation from the tonic key to either the dominant or the
relative major key of a minor tonic.

The second section begins in the

related key and modulates back to the tonic.

the optional group of dances

may or may not be in this form, although they are in the tonic key .
The Allemande is of German origin.
sixteenth note upbeat.

It is always in 4-4 time with a

Its movement is steady and moderately slow.
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half is always a free fugue with the second half being a free
inversion of the fugal subject.
the four main dances composing the nucleus of the suite resemble
a large triple form as might be found in a symphony.

the Allemande

and Courante viewed together create the opening statement.

the

Sarabande occupies the position of the slow movement whereas the Glgue
and optional dances comprise the concluding fast movement.
As already mentioned, optional dances were included with the four
standard dances.

Not all

are ever included in one, but two movements

or more · are found in every suite.

one *( tb4 most frequently used dances is the Minuet, a French
court d&nce characterized by its nobility and gracefulness.

In 3-4 time,

the Minuet used to be composed in two eight-measure phrases, each of

a repeated.
p~••«.

However, that limited form has long since been ex-

To complement the short, original length, a second Minuet was

often composed to be played immediately after the first.
in three parts only, moreover, and thus was named ttTrio."
now refers to simply the second part of a Minuet
is no longer limited to three voices.
played without repeats.

for~

this was written
The term trio

since that part

After the Trio the Minuet ls re-

It is an interesting fact that Bach never used

the word "trio" except to designate a formally accurate Trio; one written
in three voices.
Another frequently included dance in the suites is the Gavotte, originally
a Scottish dance but which was adopted by the French people.

Moving

quickly, but moderately in common time, Bach's Gavottes are in the usual
binary form.
4

They usually begin on the third beat of the measure.

•econd Gavotte follows the first, serving as a Trio.

Often
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Scherzo seems to indicate merely the lightly humorous styl~of the movement by that name.

Rondeau is the French variation of the Italian Rondo.

Thus, the Rondeau ln the second Partita is simply in Rondo form .

It has

a main theme which recurs after every new theme to form a rounded whole.
The Capriccio in the same Partita concludes this suite rather than a
Gigue.

Therefor~

it has been suggested by Joseph Spitta that the term

••capriccio" indicates that this compost tion is a simple fancy of Bach•s
mind.

In any respect, it is indicative of the rather playful character

of this movement.
The six French Suites are the earliest Bach wrote.

The ti t.le "French"

was added to the set after &ach's death to distinguish them from the
English Suites and Partitas.

Beyond this there is no indication that

Bach was trying to imitate any particular French characteristics.
These suites contain the fewest number of optional dances, and they have
no introductory movements to the Al emandes as do both the Partitas and
English Sul tes~
uninvolved.

The overall character of this collection is simple and

They are in the keys of D minor, C minor, B minor, E-flat

major, G major, and E major.
The Gigue in the D minor suite is unusual because it is in common
time rather than in three, and it moves slowly and ponderously instead of
quickly.

This suite has two Minuets as optional dances.

exception to the rule occurs here:
is not repeated.

An

unusual

the second half of the second Minuet

Courantes are present ln the first and third suites,

while the rest have Italian Correntes.

The Minuet in the second suite

has no TrioJ whereas in the third suite (B minor) there is a Minuet I with
a formally strict Trio following it.

The fourth suite also contains a

-wbnttet written in two eight-bar phrases as the original early Minuets were.
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The sixth suite also has a Minuet without a Trio.

The Airs in the

second and fourth suites may be placed with the optional dances rather
than before the Sarabande, because in these earliest suites Bach followed very strict forms.

Later he varied a little.

The other optional

dances in the French Suites are an Anglaise, a simple, country dance;
Gavottes, most without Trios; two

Bourr~es;

a Polonaise, which is a
\

stately court dance from Poland; and the one example of the Loure found
in the fifth suite in this set.
The English Suites were given their name again for identification
purposes, and not by Bach himself as any referral to their characters.
Bach adhered strictly to the form of the suite, but to this set he gave
rich, strong characters.
standard ones.

He added more optional dances and expanded the

They are in the keys of A major, A minor, G minor,

F major, E minor, and D minor.
Each

~ish

Suite has an introductory prelude.

With the exception

of the A ma jor Prelude, they are in large, elaborate forms.
Prelude is an expanded ABA or

A~ta

form, whereas the G minor and F major

Preludes are in concerto grosso form.
fugue as is the 0 minor Pniude.

The A minor

The E minor is a rapid, powerful

However, this last one is preceded by

series of broken chords which is very characteristic of the free s t yle

In the A major suite Bach has two Courantes (in the English Suites
all are Courantes), the second of which has two Doubles or Variations
following it.

The second and third suites contain ornamentations of the

Sarabandes after the regular Sarabande.

Each English Suite contains two optional dances apiece. Tne second
one always serves the first as a Trio.

The second dance, in addition,
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in this example.

The Allemande is more richly ornamented in this suite

and moves quite freely.
reminiscent of a fantasy.

The Corrente is very quick and free, too, as if
Even the usually sedate Sarabande has its

share of melodic ornamentation.

The two optional dances included in

this suite represent well its fantasy-like quality.

They are the Burlesca-

a musical jest, and the Scherzo-a piece in light-hearted style.

These

are the two examples that are not dance forms, but which are compositions
of the mind just as fantasies are formed in the mind.
The fourth Partita wbich is in D major is begun with an Overture in
the

Fr~nch

section,

style.

Therefore, it has dotted r hythms, and a slow and fast

The Allemande and Courante show evidence of the dotted rhythms

and of the serious nature of the Overture.

An Aria is included before

the Sarabande here, again indicating that this Partita is a more serious
work.

The graceful Minuet is also included, this time without a Trio.

The Partita No. V in G major opens with a Preambulum.

This introduc-

tory piece is a very free sort of two-part invention with broken chords
and passagework interspersed so that there is a mixture of ideas.

One

of the optional dances in this suite is marked "Tempo di Minuetta."

It

is in 3-4 time, but Bach has misplaced the accents consistently so that
there is a hemiola ef(ect between two and three throughout.

Also included

is a Passepied.
the last Partita in E minor begins with a Toccata.

Its fugue

is prefaced and succeeded by passages of broken chords and scales.
Therefore, this Partita is also of a serious nature.
Air preceding the Sarabande.
"Tempo dl Gavotta. "

It, too, has an

The only other optional dance is marked

Other than th

reference to the dance, the piece

haK little in common with the Gavotte.

It is full of contrapuntal lines
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and continuous motion.

However, it does begin on the third beat of a

measure of four beats as the Gavotte does.

Correntes are included in

the first, third, fifth, and sixth Partltas, and Courantes in the second
and fourth.
The thirteenth suite Bach wrote, entitled••overture in the French
Manner," ls in B minor.
suite to keyboard.

this suite was written to adapt the instrumental

Because instrumental suites were not

rest~loted

to

any particular kind of dances or to the order in which they were arranged,
this suite is not ln the traditional form.
which is indeed in the French style.

It begins with an Overture

Therefore, it has an opening slow

section, a fast section, and a return to the
characteristic dotted rhythms.

section.

It has the

The Allemande is omitted altogether.

the Courant• employs dotted rhytms, too.
Gavottes, the second serving as a Trio.
D major.

s~ow

After the Courante are two
It is in the

rel~ve

major key,

Next are two Passepieds, with the second in the parallel

. m~or, B major., and again serving as a Trlo.

Note that these four dances

are included before the Sarabande.
two Bourr6es follow the Sarabande.

The second one serves as a trio.

However, to retain interest, , this trio remains in B minor.
the Bourr•es, and an Echo follows the Glgue.

A Glgue follows

The Echo movement has

been marked "piano'' and ''forte" for two dynamic levels on two harpsichord
manuals, thus creating an echo-like effect.
In conclusion, much individual variety and interest can be found in
the suites of
capabill ties.

J.s.

Bach, because he expanded the form to its finest
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